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Abstract— SQL Injection threat has full-grown to the 

purpose wherever currently we tend to square measure 

seeing weaponized SQL Injection attacks perpetrated by 

state actors. Organizations square measure frequently being 

broken via SQL Injection attacks that slip seamlessly 

through the firewall over port eighty (HTTP) or 443 (SSL) 

to soft internal networks and vulnerable databases. Sleuthing 

SQL statements injected into an online application has well-

tried very difficult. There square measure many tacks 

organizations will take – interference, redress, and 

mitigation. Once implementing interference and redress 

efforts, the enterprise strives to develop secure code and/or 

cipher confidential information hold on within the info. 

However, these aren't continuously offered choices. For 

instance, in some cases the applications ASCII text file 

might are developed by a 3rd party and not be offered for 

modification. To boot, fixing deployed code needs important 

resources and time. Therefore, redaction associate existing 

operational application would want to be prioritized before 

comes driving new business. Similarly, efforts to cipher 

confidential information hold on within the info will take 

even longer and need additional resources. Given today’s 

compressed development cycles and also the restricted 

variety of developers with security domain expertise, even 

obtaining the code rewrite project off the bottom is usually a 

frightening task. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, identifying SQL injection threats is the use of a 

Web Application Firewall (WAF). A WAF operates in front 

of the Web server and monitors the traffic into and out of 

the Web servers. A WAF attempts to identify threat patterns 

(see Figure 1). While this can be effective in detecting 

certain classes of attacks against Web applications, it has 

proven extremely limited in detecting SQL injection attacks. 

[1]  

This shouldn’t be taken to infer a WAF isn’t a 

useful component within a Web security environment. To 

the contrary, WAFs offer reasonable protection from header 

injection and XSS attacks. A WAF should always be 

considered as voice of a WWW security measure “defense 

in astuteness” strategy. In any case, with respect to SQL 

injection prevention particularly, associations are swinging 

to genuinely a powerful countermeasure, adaptive database 

security appliances based on behavioral analysis. SQL 

injection isn’t an inside threat, it’s a cyber-security threat. 

So in this regard a DAM is not a useful countermeasure 

against a SQL injection attack. However, some DAMs 

include extrusion detection mechanisms that look at data 

leaving the database for specific data patterns such as social 

security numbers, credit card numbers, or a high volume of 

records. To avoid detection, attackers will often attempt to 

extract small amounts of data over a very long period of 

time in an attempt to “stay under the radar” 

There are four main kinds of SQL Injection attacks against 

Oracle databases.  

1) SQL Manipulation  

2) Code Injection  

3) Function Call Injection  

4) Buffer Overflow 

 
Fig. 1: Network Placement of a Web Application Firewall 

II. SQL INJECTION ATTACK AND APPLICATIONS 

VULNERABILITY OVERVIEW: 

Web application data is introduced to the Web server by the 

client's customer as URL's, treats and frame inputs (POSTs 

and GETs). These sources of info drive both the logic of the 

application and the questions those applications dynamically 

create and send to a database to extract related information. 

Unfortunately, too often applications do not 

validate user input sufficiently and are thus potentially 

susceptible to SQL injection attacks. Attackers use these 

flaws to attempt to cause the backend database to do 

something different than what the application (and the 

organization) meant. This will affect sensitive data, 

destroying information, or executing a database denial of 

service(Do’s) attack that limits others' use of the application 

SQL injection attacks are mostly started by 

changing the data input on a Web form such that some part 

of SQL instructions are passed to the Web application. The 

Web application then combines these injected SQL 

fragments with the proper SQL dynamically generated by 

the application, thus creating what is seen as a valid SQL 

request. 

First, many applications were written at a time 

when Web security was not a major consideration. This is 

especially true of SQL injection. 

The application may have been at first composed as 

an inner application with a lower security limit and 

subsequently presented to the Web without considering the 

security implications. 
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Fig. 2: Example 

III. THE CHALLENGE WITH DETECTION  

Objective for any security engineering organization will be 

should give a danger identification What's more shirking 

instrument that obliges little alternately no setup, 

configuration, or tuning. Further, On that technology 

depends with respect to Taking in alternately preparing to 

figure out what is alternately to enhance its capability should 

recognize threats, the individuals Taking in periods must be 

precise short What's more well-defined. Keep in mind the 

longer the learning period, the more likely an attack will 

occur and the larger the dataset you need to review to ensure 

that an attack has not occurred. Finally, given that few Web 

applications remain static, effective protection must be easy 

to maintain in the face of on-going changes to the Web 

application [2]. 

 
               Fig. 3: Vulnerabilities in web application 

IV. TYPES OF ATTACKS 

A. Tautologies: 

By inserting "always true" part into WHERE clause of SQL 

statement often used with double dash -- to remaining 

statement to be ignored for extraction of huge amount of 

data. Tautological injections can include techniques to 

further mask SQL    expression fragments, such as the 

following: 

' or 'simple' like 'sim%' – ' or 'simple' like 'sim' || 

'ple' -- The || in the example is used to concatenate strings, 

when evaluated the text'sim' || 'ple'    becomes 'simple' [2]. 

B. Logically Incorrect Queries:  

Attackers use this approach to gather important information 

about the type of database and its structure. Attacks of this 

nature are often used in the initial reconnaissance phase of 

the attack to gather critical knowledge used in subsequent 

attacks. 

C. Stored Procedure Attacks:  

A stored procedure is a subroutine available to applications 

that access a relational database system. A stored procedure 

is actually stored in the database data dictionary. 

D. Alternate Encoding Obfuscation: 

In this case, text is encoded to avoid detection by defensive 

coding practices. It can also be very difficult to generate 

rules for a WAF to detect encoded input. Encodings, in fact, 

can be used in combination with other attack classifications.                                              

 

E. Union Query: 

The attacker can insert any appropriate query to retrieve 

information from a table different from the one that was the 

target of the original statement. The database returns a 

dataset that is the union of the results of the original first 

query and the results of the injected second query. 

F. Piggy-backed Queries: 

In this type of attack, intruders exploit database by the query 

delimiter, such as ";", to add extra query to the original one . 

With a successful attack database receives and execute a 

multiple distinct queries. Normally the first query is legal or 

logical query, whereas following queries could be Illegal. So 

attacker can inject any type of  SQL command to the 

database. In the following example, attacker inject "0; drop 

the table user " into the pin input field instead of logical 

value. And then the application would produce the query: 

SELECT info FROM users WHERE login='doe' AND 

pin=0; drop table users 

Because of ";" character, database accepts both 

queries and executes them. The second query is Illegal and 

can drop users table from the database. It can be notice that 

some databases do not need special separation character in 

multiple distinct queries, so for detecting this type of attack, 

scanning for a special character is not proper solution. 

G. Alternate Encodings:  

In this technique, attackers modify the injection query by 

using alternate encoding, such as ASCII, and Unicode, 

hexadecimal. Because of this   they can escape from 

developer’s filters which scan input queries for special 

known "bad character". For example attacker use Char (44) 

instead of single quote that is a bad character. This 

technique with combination of other attack techniques could 

be strong, because it can target different type of   layers in 

the application so developers need to be familiar to all of 

them to provide an effective defensive coding to prevent the 

alternate encoding attacks. By this technique, different 

attacks could be hidden in alternate encodings successfully. 
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V. DETECTION AT THE WEB TIER: 

A. Detecting SQL Injection Challenges 

Given the huge variety in the frame or example of SQL 

assaults, it can be challenging to recognize such attacks 

before the Web server. At this system area the WAF is 

attempting to distinguish a conceivable fragment of SQL in 

the input stream of a Web application. 

Why is it so hard to identify SQL injection at the 

Web tier? , the WAF is not investigating the SQL request 

for really being sent to the database. Or maybe, the WAF 

has URL's, cookies and form inputs (POSTs and GETs) 

which it investigates. While reviewing each input values a 

WAF must consider the extensive variety of adequate 

contribution against what is viewed as inadmissible for each 

input field on each form. 

Albeit many attack utilize special characters that 

may not be normal in a run of the typical Web shape, two 

issues convolute identification. With no earlier knowledge 

of the application it is difficult to know with assurance what 

characters are expected in any given field. Moreover, now 

and again the characters utilized, truth be told, happen in 

normal input and blocking them at the character level is 

unrealistic. Consider the single quote regularly used to 

delimit a string. Tragically, this character shows up in 

names, for example, O'Brien or in possessive expressions 

like Steve's; along these lines, single quotes are legitimate in 

some info fields [6].  

B. Web Tier Detection in Practice 

So how are WAF's utilized as a part of this present reality? 

One path is to utilize a mix of methodologies, each gone for 

diminishing the negative impacts of the other approach. 

These negative impacts incorporate restricted ability to 

recognize a SQL injection versus a high number of false 

positives, complex setups, and long preparing 

circumstances. In particular, an extensive arrangement of 

examples extending from moderately easy to considerably 

more complexes is utilized. A few examples are designed to 

be connected to all information sources paying little mind to 

what is found out amid preparing; a few examples are 

arranged to such an extent that they will be evacuated, for a 

given input field, on the off chance that they are contained 

inside the training data . A few principles and examples 

additionally endeavor to arrange the scope of contribution 

by length and character set, for instance, numerical fields.                                                                                                                    

The WAF is then put into learning mode and 

permitted to learn until it is trusted that a sufficiently huge 

arrangement of each input field has been inspected to 

diminish ensuing false positives. The subsequent sets are 

then looked into to decide whether the educated set for a few 

fields is considered too little, requiring extra learning time 

or manual manipulation. Different fields, whose default run 

set have been decreased too far, are assessed to figure out 

what hand created guidelines can be built to build the scope. 

his manual review prepare on top of the long learning cycle, 

while more compelling than any one approach in isolation, 

is a long way from effective. Be that as it may, despite 

everything it endures the shortcomings of a administrator 

making choices, arranging a noteworthy number of 

control/example sets for fields not viably designed through 

preparing. This can be genuine even after a generous 

learning period has been utilized. 

A more viable and effective strategy is to dissect 

the real SQL created by the application and displayed to the 

database. A Database Firewall screens the system between 

the application servers and databases (see Figure 7). Why is 

this more powerful and more productive? The basic answer 

is that while the contribution to the Web tier has a 

tremendous example set with next to no structure related 

with each input field, an application makes a similarly little 

arrangement of SQL statement (disregarding the exacting 

esteems related with those statements). Moreover, the 

structure of SQL statement is helpful for structured analysis. 

Both of these factors make analysis more determinant than 

the rudimentary input design validation of a WAF. 

 
Fig. 5: Database Firewall screens the system between the 

application servers and databases 

At the database interface, SQL explanation can be 

dealt with Correspondingly the database itself processes 

them – isolating them into the statement structure and 

isolation out the literals. When this is achieved, the main 

appearance of any given input will create the unique SQL 

statement related with that input – instead of requiring an 

large specimen set to figure out what examples are absent.  

Accordingly, the specimen set for taking in is 

quickly decreased from that required for a WAF to a 

substantially littler set expected to prepare a device 

inspecting traffic between the application and database. 

Once a preparation set is operational, it can be analyzed to 

break down all subsequent SQL statement and any structural 

contrasts from the known set can be instantly flagged. By 

checking traffic at the interface to the database it is clear 

which command are utilizing store procedure and it is  easy 

examine the strings gone to store procedures to decide 

whether any attack are  present. A few techniques can be 

used in this analysis, for example, watching the absence of 

delimiting special characters inside literal strings 

In spite of the fact that analyzing the stream of 

SQL statements as portrayed above gives a noteworthy 

change over a WAF sitting at the Web tier, a genuine 

Database Firewall requires extra abilities.  

As pointed out amid the discussion about preparing 

a WAF, a large number of the input fields inside an 

application may not be practiced frequently normal 

operations. Luckily, most current applications construct 

their SQL from a set of logic that works much like a code 

generator. This reality implies that, utilizing a generally 

little sample set, it is conceivable to develop a behavioral 

model of how an application constructs statement. An 

Adaptive Database Firewall can then utilize that behavioral 

model to break down newfound SQL statement and evaluate 

their probability of being an attack.  
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SQL injection attacks must be built out of a current 

statement in the application. This reality additionally 

rearranges the analysis of finding rogue SQL. On the off 

chance that another announcement can be made completely 

by embeddings a string into the literal field of a current 

statement, at that point it turns out to be very suspect.  

Consolidating these ideas gives methods for evaluating any 

new statement utilizing algorithms that decide: 

 Uniqueness in respect to different statement beforehand 

observed  

 Ability for the new statement to have been developed 

from a formerly known statement 

 Likelihood that the statement could have been created 

inside the application itself  

In spite of the fact that an Adaptive Database 

Firewall may utilize various other vital algorithm for 

directing SQL behavioral analysis, the three algorithm 

above show the core value of working at the interface to the 

database. No other approach can accomplish the precision 

furnished with this architecture. Besides, no other 

arrangement can be sent with as meager setup and as short a 

preparation interim [1]. 

 

VI. CAUSES OF SQL INJECTION 

Web application vulnerabilities are the primary driver of any 

kind of attack [19]. Vulnerabilities that may exist normally 

in web applications and can be abused by SQL infusion 

assaults will be exhibited:  

A. Invalid input:  

This is nearly the most widely recognized helplessness on 

playing out a SQLIA. There are a few parameters in web 

application, are utilized as a part of SQL queries. if there is 

no any checking for them so can be abused in SQL injection 

attack . These parameters may contain SQL keywords, e.g.  

UPDATE, INSERT or SQL control characters like quotation 

mark and semicolons.  

B. Liberal benefits:  

Normally in database the benefits are characterized as the 

principles to state which database subject approaches which 

object and what operation are related with client to be 

permitted to perform on the object. Average benefits 

incorporate permitting execution of activities, e.g. SELECT, 

INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, DROP, on specific object. 

Web applications open database connection utilizing the 

particular account for getting to the database. An attacker 

who sidesteps validation picks up benefits equivalent to the 

accounts. The quantity of accessible attack techniques and 

influenced objects increments, when more benefits are given 

to the account. The worst scenario happen If an account can 

interface with system that is related with the system 

administrator because ordinarily has all benefits.  

C. Uncontrolled variable size:  

If variable permit storage of information be bigger than 

anticipated thus enable attacker to enter adjusted or faked 

SQL statement. Scripts that don't control variable length 

may even open the route for attack, for example, buffer 

overflow.  

D. error message: 

Error messages that are created by the back-end database or 

other server-side projects might be come back to the client 

side and exhibited in the web browser. These messages are 

valuable amid improvement for debugging purposes as well 

as increase the dangers to the application. Attacker can 

examine these messages to assemble information about 

database or script. 

E. Variable Orphism: 

The variable ought not acknowledge any information sort 

since attacker can abuse this feature and store noxious data 

inside that variable as suppose to be. Such variable are either 

of not strong type, e.g. variables in PHP, or are naturally 

changed over one type to another just by remote database.  

F. Dynamic SQL: 

SQL dynamically worked by scripts or programs into an 

query string. Normally, at least one scripts and programs 

contribute lastly by consolidating user input, for example, 

name and password, make the WHERE conditions of the  

query statement . The issue is that query building 

component can likewise get SQL keywords and control 

characters. It implies attacker can make a totally different 

query than what was expected.  

G. Client side only control: 

If input validation is implement in client side scripts just, at 

that point security elements of those scripts can be 

overridden utilizing cross-site scripting. In this way, 

attackers can sidestep input validation and send invalidate 

input to the server-side.  

H. Stored procedures: 

They are statements which are store in DBs. The principle 

issue with utilizing these procedures is that an attacker 

might have the capacity to execute them and harm database 

and additionally the operating system and even other 

network system parts. Typically attackers know system 

stored procedures that accompanied distinctive and 

effectively can execute them.  

I. Into Out file support: 

Some of RDBMS advantage from the INTO OUTFILE 

clause. In this condition an attacker can control SQL queries 

then they deliver a content record query results. if attackers  

can later access this file, they can abuse a similar data, for 

example bypass authentication.  
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J. Multiple statements:  

If the database supports UNION in this way, assailant has 

more advantages because there are more attack techniques   

for SQL injection. For example, an extra INSERT statement 

could be included after a SELECT statement, making two 

different quires be executed. If this is performed in a login 

form, the attacker may add him or herself to the table of 

clients. 

K. Sub-selects:                                                                      

Supporting sub-selects is soft spot for RDBMS when SQL 

injection is considered. For instance, extra SELECT 

conditions can be embedded in WHERE statements of the 

first SELECT clause. This shortcoming makes the web 

application more defenseless, so they might be infiltrated by 

malicious users effortlessly. 

VII. PREVENTION TECHNIQUES  

To anticipate SQL injection, we are essentially concerned 

with the double quote, single quote, and backslash 

characters. Without encoding, the double and single quotes 

will be interpreted as string delimiters and backslashes lines 

can be used to subvert any encoding that escapes string 

delimiters. The capacity to inject string delimiters into a 

SQL statement is one of the essential methods for executing 

a SQL injection attack.  

A. Prepared Statement: 

The java api’s prepared statement interface is better than the 

Statement interface since it gives techniques that deal with 

the encoding for you. By legitimately making the query 

(with question marks set up of the input) and after that 

utilizing "set String (...)" or different methods, the encoding 

is dealt with for you. However, in the event that you make 

the Prepared Statement by linking strings that may contain 

user input, you sidestep the encoding and leave your 

software open to attack. The taking after is a case of passing 

two parameters "login ID" and "password" securely to a 

query: Prepared Statement PreparedStatement 

pstmt=conn.prepareStatement ("SELECT * FROM users 

WHERE loginID=? AND password=?"); pstmtsetString (1, 

""+loginID); pstmt.setString(2, ""+password);resultset = 

pstmt.executeQuery(); 

B. Fix your SQL server consistently:  

Before we get into the coding some portion of the guidance 

how to keep a SQL injection, we have to begin with the 

major issues. SQL injections may be a continuous 

programming mistake however they are not by any means 

the only route for a programmer to break into. If you're 

underlying software – i.e. the database and the operating 

system have vulnerabilities, at that point your efforts to 

secure your code end up noticeably outdated. This is the 

reason you ought to dependably fix your system, particularly 

your SQL server.  

C. Utilize the rule of least privilege:  

The rule of least privilege is a security foundation and it 

applies to SQL injections also. For example, when you 

allow a user get to just to the tables he or she needs rather to 

the entire database; this radically decreases the harm 

potential.  

D. Disable shells:  

Numerous databases offer shell get to which basically is the 

thing that an attacker needs. This is the reason you have to 

close this entryway. Counsel your DB‟s documentation 

about how to disable shell access for your specific database.  

E. Test your code: 

At last, the last steps to ensure your code are SQL injections 

sealed is to test it. There are automated tools you can use to 

do this and a standout amongst the most all inclusive is the 

SQL Inject Me Firefox extension. This instrument has 

numerous choices and many tests the best is whether you 

have time to run every one of them. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The proficiency of a database security arrangement is 

measured by the robustness of its attack detection 

mechanisms, its simplicity of setup, design, tuning, and its 

capacity to recognize SQL injection attacks with low false 

positive rates. Utilizing these measurements, a genuine 

Adaptive Database Firewall, in view of behavioral analysis, 

is limitlessly better than a WAF in recognizing SQL 

injection attacks. This is genuine because an Adaptive 

Database Firewall can be prepared faster, has negligible 

false positives, and is equipped for seeing through attack 

jumbling techniques which slip effortlessly through WAFs.  

A large number of the strategies have issues taking 

care of attacks that exploit inadequately coded stored 

procedures and SQL queries can't deal with attack. This 

distinction could be clarified by the way that prevention-

focused techniques attempt to incorporated protective 

coding best practices into their attack avoidance 

mechanisms. 
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